
Q&A  
 
1.- Are there many restrictions in place when it comes to where these drones can be flown? Also, does 
it require permissions and a lot of paperwork?  
Answered in Live by Nicholas Coop 
 
2.- How large are the point cloud data files? 
Answered in Live by Nicholas Coops 
 
3.- Is it possible to use the same approach in environments that are not so extreme (dry-wet)? for 
example in tropical rainforest? Is the technique sensitive enough?  
Answered in Live by Matthias Beyer 
 
4.- How reliable is thermal imaging in determining plant health? Also, if thermal imaging is used 
during the drying season, could it be that the trees are healthy without absorbing water during the 
time thermal imaging is used (meaning that thermal imaging and in situ measurements may not 
necessarily overlap)?  
Answered in Live by Matthias Beyer 
 
5.- How well does the tree identification work in dense canopies?  
Answered in Live by Nicholas Coops 
 
6.- How well does it work the carbon storage estimation by LIDAR?  
Answered in Live by Nicholas Coops 
 
7.- How much of this is being used to improve satellite data by ultrafine ground truthing? 
Nicholas Coops: I think this is a really interesting question and I agree it is an area of active research. 
Certainly, the idea of using drones to better map out ground truth plots is a key area I see the 
technology working well in. We often take photographs of our research sites. I now see the idea of 
flying each research site, or each plot, with drones and collecting imagery to allow us to build up a 
structural point cloud and also photos, as being something, we will start to do more routinely  
I also agree that this fine-scale information is very useful to help us understand satellite level remote 
sensing data sets. So, I do see drones as providing am intermediate scale, from field to space, to 
allow us to better understand the scaling mechanisms that we see in terrestrial landscapes. So yes, I 
think that's a great application for drones  
  
8.- Are drone operators you’re working with licensed? Is it a requirement?  
Matthias Beyer: We are working with our own Institute drone, so not really operators involved. I 
honestly do not know. What you definitely need is a permit and a drone license as the person flying 
it. 
Nicholas Coops: Yes, in Canada if you were a drone operator you would need to be licensed to some 
degree. As I said during the talk it really depends on the type of drones you are flying, but if you are 
flying a large drone like the LIDAR ones in Canada you do need to do some training online to bring up 
your skills. With large drones you also need to submit a flight plan to the national aviation body 
which is then checked to make sure it's not near restricted airspace or public areas. So, there is a fair 
bit of paperwork that needs to be done when undertaking large UAV surveys in Canada. If you're in a 
remote area, and using a cheap lightweight drone, then you don't need to worry as much about 
those regulations.  
 
 
 



9.- How sensitive are the drones to collisions with the tree canopies?  
Matthias Beyer: Depends on the model. All of them are very sensitive to collisions, it depends a bit 
on the size of drone, but in general quite sensitive. Then there is sensitivity when falling down. The 
smaller ones are less prone to braking, but still it is a high risk flying close to canopies. 
 
10.- How easily can interferences by drone power changes on instrumentation be overcome?  
Nicholas Coops: This question is a little bit beyond my expertise. I don't I don't have an engineering 
background so don't know the extent to which power fluctuations on the drone can impact 
instrumentation. That’s not been an issue for any of the data that I've flown.  
 
11.- What are the main benefits using lidar compared to a photogrammetry approach?  
Nicholas Coops: A key benefit of photogrammetry over lidar is cost. As I indicated a camera can be 
very cheap and when on a drone you can build a photogrammetric point cloud very cheaply. LiDAR is 
a much more expensive proposition so the main benefit of photogrammetry is cost. For LiDAR the main 
benefit is the ability to penetrate through a canopy. Photogrammetry is restricted to the top of the 
canopy whereas a lidar point cloud allows you to see structures lower into canopy and ultimately the 
ground even when we have significant canopy cover.  
 
12. How does it work the validation of the results by using non-invasive techniques?  
Matthias Beyer: Well, I would not really say validate. We do validate leaf temperatures, for instance 
(i.e. measurements on tree leaves vs. the drone-derived temperatures of that leaf). But generally, we 
correlate variables obtained from the drone (e.g. leaf temperatures, spectral bands, indices) with the 
measurements on the single trees (e.g. water potential, stomatal conductance, transpiration rate). If 
there is a good correlation, it can be used. 
 
13.- There are different research applications of drones. What is the best strategy when searching the 
best alternative but having no experience whatsoever?  
Matthias Beyer: Good question. First, ask yourself ‘what do I really want to do with my drone’? That 
determines the types of cameras you need. What is the flight area? – that helps you with choosing the 
size of drone. Then, I would search for papers with similar applications – often you find valuable tips 
on suitable/not suitable setups therein. For instance, if you put two different cameras on the drone, it 
is important how they are mounted on the drone. Having a gimbal for both cameras will save you a lot 
of time and work, because you can process both camera’s data at once. If you try to save money and 
have two different gimbal’s, you need to process both cameras independent. This is just an example, 
but matters when you process data. Lastly, it is always good to build on the experience of others. So, 
reading is essential! 
 
Nicholas Coops: I think the overriding question here should be what are your data needs, what type 
of data do you want to collect in your research site, how often and at what resolution? 
What data type? is an imagery or videos or point-clouds  
So, data needs should drive for decision around what type of drone you might use? 
As I indicated there's huge variation in the cost of these drone sensors which obviously gets passed on 
to the user. So, if you have little to no money then you're going to be restricted to using a very 
lightweight cheap drone and taking imagery  
If you do require lidar and hyperspectral data sets then that's going to be a significant cost to rent 
those systems or get a company to fly it for you  
So, approach it more from a data need, rather than technology push, think about your data 
requirements and then if a drone is the best suited platform to give you that data.  
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About the project on drones mentioned at the end of this event: 
 
Led by The Norwegian Institute for Water Research (NIVA), SeaBee is a cutting-edge project bringing 

together experts from a variety of fields to establish drone-based infrastructure to be used for scientific 

research. The goal is to create a cohesive national network, enabling both people and universities to 

share and use data, collected with drones, to better understand Norway’s natural environment - 

starting with the country’s long and complex coastline. This will in turn allow SeaBee to use this newly 

created drone content to train a machine learning algorithm, helping to automate the data analysis 

process and in turn, allowing researchers to do their important work faster, better, and more 

efficiently.  

Find out more on www.seabee.no 
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